
Setup

1. Put all atom tiles face down on the table

2. Choose a number of rounds to play before the game ends

(suggestion: 2 players 15 rounds, 4 players 10 rounds, 8 players 5 rounds)

3. Each round consists of 1 turn for each player (clockwise from first player)

4. Shuffle all white 'functional group' cards together and place face down within reach of all 

players

5. Do the same for the black 'effectors' cards

6. Each player takes 5 atom tiles and hides them from other players. This forms their starting 

tile pool

7. Each player draws 3 functional group cards to form their starting hand

8. Place the starting tile in the middle of the play area

9. Player with the best qualification in Chemistry goes first

End of Game

When:

1. It is not possible to play any more atom tiles onto the molecule

2. All atom tiles have been played

3. The number of rounds chosen at the start of the game have all been completed

Once the game has ended, the player with the highest score wins

At the Start of Each Player's Turn

Draw enough atom tiles so that you have as many as your current tile pool size (the default is five)

Draw up to your hand limit (default 3) from the functional group deck

Each Turn

For each players turn they may perform two actions in any order from:

1. Play an atom tile onto the molecule

2. Reveal an effector card

3. Play a functional group card

The player may forfeit both their actions and a scored point to shuffle their functional group cards 



into the deck and redraw their hand, in addition to returning their tile pool to the face down tiles, 

mixing them up and redrawing their tile pool.

Playing Tiles

1. Choose one atom tile from your tile pool

2. Place it adjacent to an atom tile already in play

3. All tile edges must match

4. Score points equal to number of bonds satisfied by that play

5. Each atom tile played must score at least one point

Playing Functional Group Cards

1. Place one of your functional group cards face up into the discard pile

2. Score points equal to the number on the card if there is at least one example of the group 

shown on the card present in the molecule

3. Score +1 point for each additional example of the group in the molecule (no overlapping)

4. Score -1 point for each handicap counter for that group on the reference card

5. Place a handicap counter on the groups entry on the reference card

6. If there are no examples of that group, score zero points (no modifiers apply and no 

handicap counters are placed)

Revealing Effector Cards

1. Flip over the top card of the effector deck

2. If the card has an instant symbol then the player who revealed it resolves the card and then 

discards it

3. If the card has the active symbol then the card is placed to one side of the play area and is 

then active for all players unless otherwise stated

4. If the card has the reagent symbol then all other cards with reagent symbols currently in play

are discarded

At the end of each round (after each player has performed a single turn) progress the turn counter 

along the turn track on the reference card

Scoring points

When a player scores a number of points, they take the relevant number of scoring tokens and keep 

them by their tile pool and hand.


